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Demisexuality as a Contested Sexuality 
Alexis Barton 

As members ofan explici1Jy sex-focused society. we find ourselves exposed to societal 

norrns and traditional ideas of sexual orientation and auraction fro1n a ve1)' young age. IL 

is only over the last several decades that \Ve have co1nc to vie,v hun1an sexual orientation 

and/or gender identities for what they truly arc - concepts that do not necessarily exist 

"ithin a preconceived binary. black-and-white system, but instead as a pan of a vast, 

expansive spcctru1n v.•here each individual pcrs<>n fi1lls al different coordinates. Despite 

these developments. asexuality and a ll of1he terms fa lling under this identi1y umbrel la 

remain some of the most misunderstood and arguably most contested of the LGBTQ+ 

tcnns and identities. and rightly so: in such a sex-driven cu lrnre, ho\v is it reaJJy possible 

for us to believe there are people among us who feel no sexual attraction at all, or only in 

specific circumstances'? 
KJ10,\"ing the 1ncaning and histo ry behind the tern1 ··asexuality'· is insLrumental to 

truly comprehending the demisexual identity and any associated vocabulary. Asexuality 

is generally defined as "not expe,iencing sexual a ttraction" amongst Lhose who reportedly 

"'sclf-,dcntify" as asexual (Carrigan, 2013). Un like other sexual identities, it is important 

to distinguish between those who "'self-idemify" and those who are medically charac-

terized as asexual, such as "'older persons. [ ... ] individuals with physical disabilities 

or sC\ere mental illness"' (Carrigan, 201 3). Because oftbe term's history with medical 

conditions. today researchers must take into accoun1 the "issue o f how asexuality should 

be conceptualized and operationalized" because it "'remains contested"' (Carrigan, 2013). 

To develop a greater understanding o f asexuality and demisexuality, you must first 

e,a1n1nc the co1uponents behind attraction. \Vhile n1any take tin1e to question their sexual 

attractions. many do not take the tin1c to think about their ron1antic a ttraction as a sepa-

r.ue entity. often due to the socieral assu1nption that an individual is heterosexual and not 

de"iant. It can be easy to see this separation ,vhile exan1ining the ,vays in "'hich you feel 

or anticipate the outco1ne of d ifferent hu1nan interactions. A sin1ulatcd exen1plifica1 ion of 

romantic attraction is that of Marva and Ro bert. Robert and Man,a have been married for 

61 years. Despite the lime that has passed, they both fondly remember their fi rst date. 
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"/ was ve,y nervom." Rober/ said. "She looked so beaut/(11/ in her Jong. hlue 
dress. ' " '/ also remember 1ha1 day ,·el'.)' well, " Marva said. "You picked me up 

in your fa,uily S cat: " 
But \,·hen the couple 1,-,·enl out that night, it had just rained and 1he groutul 

\VOS slick. 
"And I e.<tended my arm to you for the first time. "Robert .mid. 
"Yes. I ~vas touched b)· that,,. Marva said. 
"But you also seen1ed nervous. and l n•anted to n1ake you ,nore co,n}Ortable, " 
Robert replied. 

Stories like this and of our own romantic encounters typically evoke feelings of love, 

family, and nostalgia. But had this sto,y gone a diflerent direction, with Robert picking 

Marva up in the car and fogging up the windows, it may have evoked feelings of tension, 

sexual anticipation. or even lust. Given the \\'ay rornance plols norn1ally transpire for 

romance n1ovies, \\'C can find ovenvhehning cultural evidence to support the idea tha1 

sex, sexual desire. and ron1a.ntic love arc all so closely associalcd ,vith one another that it 

,night seem ahnosl impossible for us lo separate then1. This narrative does nol leave room 

for the inclusion of people who arc incapable of having sexual desires for people they 

don'l yet love - this is ,vhat 1-nakes physical attraction a pri1-nary attraclion and en1otlonal 

attraction a secondary attraclion. The reverse is true - ,vhile you ,nay love everyone in 

your life, you also do not have sexual desires for all ofthern. 

ln a study led by Gian Gonzaga, young monogamous couples were asked 10 fill out 

a questionnaire regarding their feeli ng~ towards their current pat1ncr. Following this 

questionnaire, couples \\'ere asked to sit across fron1 each other in a room and take part 

in several exchanges: current problen1s in their relationship~ a discussion about previous 
relationships, teasing, and the recall ing of their first date. When analyzing the couples and 

the body language exhibited in their interactions, Gon:<aga found that there were diflercnt 

sets of bodily gestures associated with romantic love (recalling ofa fi rst date) and sexual 

desire (teasing). The Sludy found that participants experiencing ro1nantic love were 1nore 

likely to "smile, nod their head, gesticulate, and lean toward their partner" (Munster. 

2008). Consequent ly, Gonzaga's study also found a ditlercnt set o r gestures associated 

with sexual desire, which included " lip biting, lip licking, sucking. touching [their) own 

lips, and protruding the tongue" (Munster. 2008). Understanding the physical mani les· 

'4'ltions of the dltTerencc bet\vecn sexual anraction and ro1nantic attraction is crucial in 

developing an argument for \\.rhy ro1nance and sex arc not one in the same and ,vould be 
beuer viewed separately. Furthering th is discussion can only benefit demiscxuals and the 
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seen1ingly cornestable nature surrounding their identities. 
\Vith a regard to ro1nancic and sexual attraction as t,vo separate pheno1nenon, 

we arc given the space to open up the para,necers of our existing, gendered attrac-

t ions to create room for the possibility of a more specific ident ity through the use 

of 1nore ron1antic-actraction specific labels such as heteroron1antic, biro1nantic, 

ho1noron1antic, and panro1nantic, as well as the addition of n1ore sexual-attrac-
tion specific labels: such as asexual. den1 isexual. and gray-ace. By expanding our 

existing framev,•ork to include these labels, \Ve can begin to understand a move for· 

ward in the ·'reality o f individuals having multiple configurat ions along numerous 

parameters versus one monolit h ic ·sexual orientation··, (Ch ivers , 2016). 

When we begin 10 understand sexual attraction as part of a configuration along 

nun1erous para,neters, \\'e in turn begin lO understand sexuality as a n1ore inclusion-
ary spectrun1 ,vith roo1n fbr 1nany different experiences and idenLitics. such as: sexual, 

asexual . dcmiscxual, .. those ro1-nantic asexuals ,vho experience romantic atlraction but not 

sexual attraction and those aron1antics v.•ho experience neither ro,nantic nor sexual attrac-
tion, [ .. . 1 those ,vho n1ay enjoy sexual acts ,vithout experiencing sexual attraction, those 

who arc entirely indifferent to sex and those who are actively repulsed by it" in addition 

to anyone else who may actively ran into the gray-area of asexuality (Carrigan, 2013). 

It is in this sense then. that the definition of asexuality being "'not experiencing sexual 

attraction ' might be best thought of as an ' umbrella' covering a spectrum of orientations 

and identities." rather than of two solitary, oppositional, monolithic. binary categories: 

sexual and asexual (Carrigan. 2013). It is also worth noting that fai lure to understand 

asexuality as an u1-nbrella tenn risks "conceptualizing asexualiry as a simple absence" 

which can forego chc possibility of understanding the "complex ways in which this 'lack' 

is negotiated in everyday life·· as ,veil as contribute lO the further erasure of identities 

such as dcmisexuality (Carrigan, 2013). 

Urban Dictionary defines dcmiscxuality as " the sexual orientation ofa person 'who 

does not experience prin1ary attl'action, the physical or sexual attraction, but does experi-

ence secondary attraction, deep emotional attraction'' (Williams. 2016). In most internet 

anicles about the cenn, it is defined as the need 10 have formed a strong, emotional bond 

in order to experience sexual attraction co the person. In oLhcr ,, .. ords, "The typical person 

is going to meet someone and there is usually some degree of physical attraction we form 

within seconds. (With demisexualit)'), there is no physical pull at all" (Bahadur, 2017). 

The history of the tenn traces back to the internet, specifically an AVEN forum fi'om 
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around February 20-06 (McGowan, 20 15 ). 
Because of the separation berwecn the romantic and sexual attractions. being demi-

sexual ha.s absolutely no bearing on "the genders or orientations of the people you are 

attracted to" (Bahadur, 2017). Allow me to use myself as an example: As a child, I grew 

up going through the motions of life but not really realizing that anything was different 

about me. Entering high school, I began to notice a heavier focus on sex by those around 

me and 1 struggled to conform. I entered into a relationship with a boy from class and 

spent the next seven years trying 10 understand why I felt as though 1 had closer relation-

ships with female friends, why any kind of sexual situation made me experience a base 

level of discomfort, and why, when put in a position to choose "who I'd rather•· by my 

sorority sisters, I quickly picked who I knew would be the least contested despite having 

no personal attraction to any ofmy "options." I felt ditTerenl from everyone else, in a way 

that I was unable to comprehend. 1 eventually realized that I was gay, and tl1cn eventu -

ally heard about demisexuality on line and came to identify as homoromantic demisexual 

- meaning that 1 prefer people of my same sex (women) and I only experience sexual 

attraction selectively ,vith \\'Omen ,vho I have fonned a deep. e1notional bond ,,1ith. 
Despite this being my own personal experience, it could have just as easily been 

selected as an exLract from the many slories l gathered from intervie,v respondents ,vho 
panicipated in a study I conducted in the spring of 2018, simply because of its typical-

ity and patterns. Take my first respondent - a male by the name of Eli. Eli identifies as • 
mainly a biromantic demisexual. Originally. Eli came out as a lesbian/bisexual before 

realizing his transgender identity. A lot of difficult and traumatic experiences followed, 

causing him 10 eventually (through the use of queer friends and on line resources) realize 

his confusion with sexual attraction was due to a dcmisexual identity. Rather than real-

izing his demisexuality identity in his teens. he was only able to really sense a general 

queerness until around age 21/22. As a side effect of this, he says, 

>s 

Really early on I felt this obligation to have crushes. In order to fi t in, I would 

try to determine who I thought was attractive. As a kid with a fairly high sex 

drive I often mistook general sexual feelings as specific attraction. When l 

would end up finding someone I had genuine feelings for they were often not 

conventionally auracti vc. I would get made fun of for this at times. To top 

that off my crushes were also frequently queer in nature. 
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Eli also reports that the process of figuring out his demisexual identity in addition 10 his 

general queerness left an impact on his mental health, as a result of relationships entered 

prior to understanding his identity and the distress that would come from developing 

feelings for friends he had previously established an emotional co,rnection with. 

My second respondent. Elizabeth, identifies as both pansexual and demiscxual. 

T hey first realized they were demisexual around age 20, when talking with a friend 

about hook-up culture. While their friend actively sought out sex with men, Elizabeth 

found themselves confused by their friend·s ability to have sex with men she may not 

have known or had feelings for. Elizabeth continued to say that although they have 

attempted to have sexual partners, the struggle to feel sexual auraction at the same rate 

as a sexual-identifying person has been a struggle. Whi le this hasn 't negatively-im-

pacted their mental health, Eli zabeth repons that "it really deterred me from having 

sex with regrettable people ( in (my) eyes anyway). Sometimes I felt awful, like I was 

rejecting them, but not in a bad way. This is just how I feel but they didn't." 

My third respondent, a student by the name of Alex, identifies using queer, dcmi-

sexual, bisexual, and omnisexual to describe themselves. They first heard the term 

·'dcmisexua1·· around age 21, ,vhen describing their experiences ,vith sexual attraction to 
someone. Because of their experiences, they reponed feeli ng out of place plenty of times 

growing up. A lex reports that " being demi is frus trating because it makes trying to engage 

with people romantically frustrat ing, especially with the whole 'friends don't date friends 

rule· when I only really am attracted to people I've go1ten to know as friends first." 

My fifth respondent, Aly. offers her experiences as a panromantic demisexual. She 

rcporL~ describing her sexuality as "weird" in middle school. At the time, she consid-

ered other potential labels but felt disassociated from them because of her lack of sexual 

attraction to any specific gender or gender identity. She describes "waiting and waiting" 

for her sexual anraction to 1nanifest as she ,vatchcd in others, but the attraction she 
expected to feel didn ' t exist until she began dating her best friend and now current panner 

of9 years. While she remembers having many crushes on people, her crushes took more 

of a " I admire this person and wish I could be more like them'- shape as opposed to " 1 

want to be with this person in a relationship:· Finding a word that feels like an accurate 

enough descriptor has been important for Aly, and has prevented her from coming out 

to people. She. like many others, felt very out of place growing up. Despite having very 

sex-positive views, she has struggled to feel comfortable engaging in sexual siruations. 

She reports having fi rst heard of the tenn demisexual from a client. 
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Unlike the previous respondenis, Aly repo11s that her demiscxuality has put some 

strain on her relationship in the pasL Because she and her partner, Mike, had gotten 

together young. he had been one of her only sexual experiences. Because of this, Aly 

reported feeling as though she was missing out on a nonnal. integral experience of 

growing up because she watched people around her having multiple sexual encounters 

with different people. Dcspice not feeling comfortable exploring in this way. she became 

upset and angry with herself for denying hersel f this experience. Without the language to 

explain her sexual attraction experiences, Aly and Mike would break up. While single. 

Aly couldn 't bring herself to have sex with otl1er people. Eventually this led her co realize 

that she was different from her rriends who she had been comparing herself to. 

In tenns of mental health, Aly feels as though it is incredibly difficult for her 10 

separate speciOcs from her generalized depression and anxiety and queer identity. She 

does note that the one previous a lTcct of her demisexuality was an unhealthy amount of 

dedication to her partner. mostly due to a lack of understanding of her sexuality. Beeause 

something about the emotional bond of their relationship triggered a sexual response for 

Aly, she felt more pressure for the relationship to work out because of societal pressures 

to be "normal." Unlike many ofmy respondents, Aly's position in a long-tem1 rela-

tionship with a cissexual, heterosexual male makes her question her place in the queer 

community because her relationship is socially and culturally intelligible as straight. 

My last respondent, Kara. identifies as a straight demisexual. Presumably in part with • 
her heterosexual identity, Kara has never felt the need to have an otlicial coming out. 

She remarks that "i f it's relevant to the conversation. [she'll] explain it" o therwise it is 

something that only matters with potential partners. Despite th is being her sexual identity, 

she still signifies that many people in her life get it confused with simply having modest 

values. While reali:i:ing at a young age she was different in tcnns of sexual attraction, she 

didn't d iscover a tenn associated with her experience until she was in her 20s. This has 

caused her 10 feel out of place, remarking that "sexual relationships are something every-

one has and wants. while it's not a big deal for me." 
Within all of my respondents. I was able to trace a number of panems and common-

alities that assist in making the case that demiscxuality is a contested sexuality. I would 

like to begin by arguing that a lack of intelligibility experienced by all participants due 

to their sexual identity further contributes to their feelings of isolation and deviancy in 

our society. TI1e lack of intell igibility manifests itself with the simple idea that roman-

tic and sexual identities themselves are not son1ething Lhal are iLn1ncdiately and visibly 
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identifiable. In other words, people arc generally not able to look at you and pinpoint 

your exact sexual configuration. While ,he use ofslereotypes can son1eti1nes assist in 
recognizing a general queerness. asexuality and demisexuality arc not inherently visible 

due to more dominant thinking processes audibly and consistently expressed in regard 

to society's obsession with the sexual side of the binary. The feelings of isolation and 

brokenness exhibited by my respondents as well as my own personal experience arc 

byproducts of these more dominant thinking processes, and can have a negative effect on 

the health and well-being of those with some of the most contested sexual identities. 

While this negative effect is both a valid and predictable byproduct of living within 

a society that only recognizes one side of the binary. it is important 10 note that it is 

oflen the fault of institutionalized ideology and not malicious individuals who make 

these contested individuals feel out of place. This can be seen by the misconceptions 

that dem isexuals regularly come into contact with and are expected to clarify to the 

people around them. such as: 

• ·• Jt c.an often be misintcrpreled as an adn,irable choice surrounding 

modesty rather than an innate orientation" (Johnson, 2017). 

•" Being demisexual doesn't mean you don't like sex" (Bahadur, 2017). 

• "you haven't met the right person yer·· (Carrigan. 20 13) 

•" maybe you're just a late bloomer?" (Carrigan, 2013). 

• "were you abused as a child'!" (Carrigan, 2013) . 

•·· is there so1nething ,vrong with your honnones?" (Carrigan. 2013) 

This institmionali zed ideology is then 1101 only the source of exclusionary emotional care 

work within the individuals themselves, but also labored. emotional care work required 

by demisexual individuals to respond to these misconceptions and challenge the miscon-

strued ideologies running rampant in society. 
This identity-related con fusion is experienced most commonly by family and friends. 

who ·'oflen find such identities Oat-out scrange and assume that it's all some kind ofpost-

adolescent phase or that something is seriously wrong" (McGowan, 2015) and wrongly 

accuse demisexuality as being "a stop on the way to homosexuality or maybe the result 

of trauma or a hom1one imbalance" (McGowan, 20 15). This care work is not normally 

needed bcl,vccn sexual individuals and further explains any pl'e-existing feelings or isola-

tion found within demisexual individuals compared to sexual people. 

To nlake 1nattcrs v,.,orse. identity-related nlisconccptions are also experienced by 
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many LGBTQ+ individuals as well, visible through movements to remove asexuality and 

all related identities from the community "based on the supposition that asexual people 

do not experience opprt-ssion·· (Mosbergen, 2013). Other demi and ace activists believe 

that some LGBTQ+ individuals don't agree with including asexuals in the LGBT alpha-

bet soup because " asexuality is not seen as a kind of sexuality but rather a lack thereof' 

(Mosbergen, 2013). These attitudes, yet again, further explain feelings of isolation 

found within demiscxual individuals. This leaves people like Aly, one aforementioned 

inlervie,vee, furlhcr struggling tc) feel ''at ho1ne" in the queer co1n1nunity because ofLhe 

additional assumption that she doesn't belong in the queer c<immunity because of the 

controversy and adverse reactions to the "straight-passing'' nature of her relationship. 

While early inquiries into the nan,re of asexuality thought to view them as unaf-

flicted to the "negative stereotypes. prejudices, and disc,im ination that other minorities 

face,,, there is ''no,v evidence that asexual people face prejudices and biases co the same 

degree and often more so tlian other sexual minorities" (McClave, 2013). The evidence 

collected to suppon this claim exhibited three main findings: "heterosexuals viewed 

asexual people 1nore negatively, as less hun1an, and as a less valuable conlact pa11ner 

compared to heterosexual peo()lc and other sexual minorities" (McClave, 2013). 

funhermore, the institutionalization of American society's ideology has also carried 

over lo fonns of n1edicalization and thus has had an adverse eft"ect on all contested sexu• 

alities. This is especially the case for asexuality and all of the asexual spectrum identities . 
• 

In addition to the discrimination faced by friends, family, and LGBTQ+ community 

members, demisexuality may also fall subject to discrimination by the medical field. 

Because of the fact that there may be "a number of independent developmental path-

ways, perhaps both biological and psychosocial, leading to asexuality," a si!,'lli0cant split 

between the people who are classified as medically asexual versus those who self-iden-

tify as asexual has been created. with the non-mcdicalize<I category being brushed olT as 

illegitimate due lo the "the tendency of many to explain away a.sexuality as a function 

of some pr ior trauma or physical ail ment upon encountering it'' (Carrigan, 2013). This is 

very silni1ar to the transphobic treannent thal trans individuals may experience ,vhcn they 

arc considering any kind of physical, medical transition (Bettcher. 2014). 

The aforementioned split between asexual classifications has prevented any kind of 

1nass statistical study on dcmisexuality, causing holes and prevention of further acaden1ic 
research . As long a.s there is "an issue of what counts as asexual (self-identified, medical) 

it Jwill be] challenging to say how many people are asexual" (Carrigan, 2013). Whi le it 
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is estimated that around 1% of the population identifies somewhere under the asexual 

umbrella, "social desirability bias•· may play a role in the results of over/under reporting 

of sexual attractions (Carrigan, 2013). While asexuality and demiscxuality are becoming 

more \\1ide)y recognized as 1nonna1,' ·'depending on an individual's circun,stanc.cs and 

values it could be seen as undesirable to report eitl1er sexual anraction or its absence" 

if the person in question would rather not be associated with any kind of deviancy 

(Carrigan.20 13). 
Not all hope is lost, however, as many people have suggested that "asexuality studies 

has conceptual and methodological ramifications for the study of sexuality more broadly" 

(Carrigan, 2013). By examining sexuality through a new lens, we may begin to under-

stand sexuality in the same way that homosexuality offers new methods and approaches 

to understanding heterosexuality. In this way. identities such as demisexuality may help 

us to n1akc ,nore open comparisons to understand sexuality as a ,vhole. As Carrigan 

concludes in his article, hasexuaJity studies offers a novel and productive framework 
through which to analyse human sexuality, rethink long standing assumptions relating to 

it and to study the diverse array of social and cultural phenomena which encompass it in 

a variety of ways." Despite the many ways demisexuality is currently contested in our 

society - from the misconceptions at home and in LGBTQ+ affirming communities. the 

medical field, and through the invisibility of their minority identit ies, there is a potential 

for a greater future understanding of the sexual attraction spectrum as a whole through 

the understanding of these socially deviant identi ties. 
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